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Thursday, March 30, 2017 

 

Corporate Profits and Equity Valuation  

 
Today's revision to Q4/16 GDP statistics brought with it our first look at corporate profits for the 
quarter. My preferred measure (HT: Art Laffer) is after-tax profits adjusted for capital consumption 
allowances and inventory valuation, and it notched an impressive $1.61 trillion annual rate for the 
quarter.  
 
This measure has been consistently calculated ever since 1947 and, as such, it represents the most 
consistent and contemporary measure of the true economic profits of corporate America.  
 
Profits by this measure rose by an impressive 15.7% last year, but most of that rebound was due to 
the waning effects of the severe drop in oil prices which began in mid-2014. Now that the crisis in 
the oil patch has passed and oil prices are stabilizing, corporate profits are regaining their prior 
levels which, from an historical perspective, are unusually high relative to GDP. Given that profits 
are historically quite strong, it is worth noting that equity valuations are only modestly above 
average.  
 

 
 
 
Q4/16 GDP was revised slightly upwards to an annualized rate of 2.1%, which happens to be exactly 
the same as the annualized rate of growth of the economy since the current recovery began in mid-
2009. It has been the slowest recovery on record. As the chart above shows, if the economy had 
instead regained its long-term average growth rate of 3.1% per year, the economy today would be 
roughly $3 trillion dollars bigger. I have called that the Obama Gap.  

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-gStQlvAnNzo/WN1uQLcNdDI/AAAAAAAAWoI/ALoGlWqUCfoSUSUvPqmec-To-4bAwungACLcB/s1600/Real%2BGDP%2Bvs%2B3%2525%2Btrend.jpg
http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2016/11/closing-obama-gap.html
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The charts below compare after-tax corporate profits to nominal GDP. 
 

 
 

 
 
It should be clear that, despite this being a very weak recovery, corporate profits have been 
unusually strong. For years I have explained the shortfall in growth as being the result of very weak 
investment on the part of corporations; without investment there can be no productivity gains, and 
without productivity there can be no improvement in living standards. Both corporations and 
consumers have been generally risk-averse for the past 8 years, due to increased regulatory and tax 
burdens, and a general, anti-business sentiment emanating from Washington. Consumers have 
deleveraged significantly, while the government has borrowed heavily, absorbing ever penny of the 
profits generated by corporations since the recovery began. Corporations might have invested that 
money more efficiently but, instead, the government spent most of it on transfer payments. 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-DhuborWYZbM/WN1tJU_idmI/AAAAAAAAWn0/8QMd33wKOIQcL1YxVjnv6kB4fhXHwwfWQCLcB/s1600/Corporate%2BProfits%2Bvs%2BGDP.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-fh8PkBFGRQw/WN1tRmM43iI/AAAAAAAAWn4/9kO5kkJO_AwWLYS0RV4-4qbdQyGiyRpIACLcB/s1600/Profits%2B%2525%2Bof%2BGDP.jpg
http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2017/03/household-finances-are-on-solid-ground.html
http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2014/08/what-happened-to-all-profits.html
http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2014/08/what-happened-to-all-profits.html
http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2014/07/whats-driving-decline-in-labor-force.html
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As the next chart shows, the increase in corporate profits over time has corresponded rather closely 
to the increase in equity prices. As I argued a few weeks ago, the stock market is not rising simply 
because of a "Trump bump," it is rising because global economic fundamentals are and have been 
improving, as is the outlook for corporate profits. 
 

 
 
The chart below compares NIPA profits with reported profits (using Bloomberg's calculation of 
profits from continuing operations). Note that the two measures tend to track each other over 
time, with the NIPA measure leading the reported profits measure (because it is based on quarterly 
annualized profits, whereas the reported profits measure uses a 12-month trailing average).  
 
The rebound in NIPA (National Income and Product Accounts) profits last year is almost certain to 
show up in rising EPS in the months to come, and the stock market is priced accordingly. Ed Yardeni 
expands on this subject in a recent post here. For those interested in why the NIPA measure of 
profits has been consistently higher than the reported measure since the 1990s, see my post of a 
few years ago on this subject here. 
 
 

 

http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2017/03/global-outlook-improves.html
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-E93PPmoGgik/WN1yrllxIbI/AAAAAAAAWoY/d7WWjJb2HzU0T4RKUyPKOWmNOoRDiNu_ACLcB/s1600/Profits%2Bvs%2BSP500.jpg
http://blog.yardeni.com/2017/03/many-happy-s-500-revenues.html
http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2013/08/equity-valuation-exercises.html
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-0DDqTEA_fbk/WN16eZX0CfI/AAAAAAAAWo4/98RhhyCoCngXvs_xu8Lko5r_l_FxP-3igCLcB/s1600/Corporate%2BProfits.jpg
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The standard method of calculating equity multiples (PE ratios), is to divide current prices by a 
trailing 12-month average of earnings per share (see the second chart above). I have refined this a 
bit by using Bloomberg's calculations of PE ratios, which use only profits from continuing operations.  
 
A better way, I would argue (as Art Laffer convinced me many, many years ago), is to divide current 
prices by the most recent quarterly annualized rate of profits as calculated in the National Income 
and Products Accounts (NIPA).  This compares current prices to the most recent measure of true 
economic profits.  
 
 
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-30P2dtkQp6Q/WN1ttKnak-I/AAAAAAAAWoA/qr2b_TA6yoQwEddQ6PwQ-1k9qI0P6RxKgCLcB/s1600/SP%2BPE%2BNIPA%2B47-.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-NU3UsL4yIx8/WN100j1bQwI/AAAAAAAAWok/YtWfyX5fE5kKj8l2kK91w7npms7TeC1LgCLcB/s1600/S%2526P%2B500%2BPE.jpg
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I have taken this analysis a step further (see first chart above), and calculated PE ratios for the S&P 
500 using the NIPA measure of profits instead of reported corporate earnings (I then normalized the 
results so that the long-term average PE ratio using NIPA profits would be similar to the average PE 
ratio using reported profits).  
 
By either measure, PE ratios today are modestly or moderately above average, whereas corporate 
profits using the NIPA calculation are significantly above average. If I had to choose one, I would go 
with the NIPA version of PE ratios, which shows the equity valuations today are only modestly above 
average. 
 
The chart below shows the equity risk premium, which I define as the difference between the 
earnings yield on stocks (i.e., the inverse of the PE ratio) and the yield on 10-yr Treasuries. This is 
the extra yield that the market demands in order to feel comfortable accepting the added risk of 
equities vs. risk-free Treasuries. In the boom times of the 1980s and 1990s this risk premium was 
consistently negative, a sign that the market was quite confident that equities were attractive. 
 

 
 
But for the duration of the current business cycle expansion, the premium has been consistently 
positive, a sign that the market has been quite reluctant to take on the added risk of equities. Risk 
aversion, as I have argued for years, has been one of the hallmarks of this recovery. It has been 
declining of late as confidence slowly rebuilds, but it would be difficult to argue from this chart 
that the equity market is priced to optimistic assumptions. I would further note that current risk 
premiums are about the same as they were in the late 1970s, during the infamous "Carter malaise." 
 
Finally, I would note that these measures of equity valuation have nothing to do with surveys of 
investor and/or consumer sentiment. They rely solely on market-based measures and, as such, I 
think they are more reliable and informative.  
  
  

BW: See ABOUT THE AUTHOR on the following page. 
 

 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-q5LMWHuv_6w/WN1t4HZ7DNI/AAAAAAAAWoE/yveDdiSL5SwEgHHJmQV9CHZFm6FHzGXZQCLcB/s1600/Equity%2Brisk%2Bpremium.jpg
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